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Our world is changing dramatically. Audiences are far more demanding and wish to either take part in events which take on new territories or view engaging content 
within the current lifestyle rally format. 

This disruptor in the current lifestyle rally world is the World X Rally Series; which engages urban sports to compete against World X Series Rally Supercars. 

Over the next 12 months starting from September we will be rolling out a global weekend luxury lifestyle car rally to be held every two months across the planet. One of 
our Autumn World X Series Rally of 2018 will be held in Japan. We have an amazing route planned for this event in November from the 15th to 18th, which will start in 
Tokyo and finish in Osaka after taking in The Fuji Speedway and Kyoto.. Drivers will enjoy some great hospitality at our evening dinners and parties at some amazing 
hotels including the Oakwood Hotel in Tokyo.

The World X is far from concept but reality. Our World X Series Rally events are now in their second year, with an existing proven track record of successful one day 
and weekend rally events. 

We want to share with you the opportunity to be part of this massive disruption in the current supercar lifestyle rally scene. Welcome to the future of luxury lifestyle rally 
events....

The following pages will give you an overview of the driving event we have planned.

We invite you to join The World X Series Japan. 

See you at the start line!
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The World X Series Japan is an opulent automotive experience 
combined with some amazing hospitality, awesome scenery and a 
full flavored taste of Japanese culture, and landscape.
With a start line in Tokyo, this action packed rally event, will 
explore views of iconic Mount Fuji, The Fuji Speedway, Kyoto and 
Osaka as well as awesome a parties and the chance to meet like 
minded World X’ers along the way.
We welcome you read through our itinerary for this once in a 
lifetime decadent driving experience.

OVERVIEW
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Tokyo is one amazing place and the perfect start point for the World X 
Series Rally.
There is so much fun to be had in this place it's unfortunate we are only 
there for one party and that is the World X Pre Event Party. This event as 
World X'ers know is time to catch up with old friends from around the 
globe as they decend on the startline for the World X and to also meet and 
greet new faces to the World X Series.
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After a gallon coffee and shaking off the hangover from the night before 
drivers will meet for breakfast and the World X Series Drivers briefing, 
before heading out to the startline with their cars.
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WORLD X SERIES RALLY - JAPAN

World X entrants will line up meet at Odaiba, on the morning of the 15th 
for the the official start of the World X Series - Rally - Japan.
At 10am the start line flag will drop and drivers will head through Central 
Tokyo before heading South to the Fuji Speedway.
For those of you who have signed up for our supercar experience 
Package, we will have one pit stop change on route to the circuit.

ODAIBA STARTLINE
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An epic day planned with our first stop heading to the Fuji Speedway. This iconic circuit will give 
you the opportunity to try out this challenging track in a GT86 and also a KTM X-Bow.
The track is ours for the day, so you will also be able to compare the handling of  your own 
machine with the GT86’s & X Bow.
Following session at the circuit, we will retire to a near by hotel, and enjoy dinner and a catch up 
with fellow World X’ers to celebrate stage 1 of the World X Series Japan.

STAGE 1 
TOKYO TO THE FUJI SPEEDWAY
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Rally

WORLD X SERIES RALLY - JAPAN

On this second day of the World X Series, we have some serious driving to do with an epic 
drive to Osaka, via lunch in Kyoto. 
The drive down to the finishline has been well thoughtout with some exceptional highways 
and twists and turns.

STAGE 2
MOUNT FUJI - KYOTO - OSAKA
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STAGE 2 
FINISHLINE PARTY IN OSAKA
After an epic days driving with fellow World X’ers drivers will cross the finishline at 
approximately 6pm, after spending a day driving some exceptional roads in some of the 
world’s top supercars.
Drivers will be greeted in true World X style with the ultimate finishline party and gathering of 
spectators.
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TOKYO WORLD X SERIES AWARDS EVENING 
To celebrate the World X Series Rally, drivers are invited to our gala evening and awards 
ceremony on Saturday the 24th of November.
This is our opportunity to award you with your prizes for taking part in this epic weekend rally. 
You will be able to check out a short film featuring yourself along with photos on the World X 
Weekend and invite your friends, family and colleagues to join in the celebrations.
For further details how to join this monumental World X Series Rally Japan, please review 
the details on the following page.
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SUPERCAR EXPERIENCE PACKAGE
What better to experience the World X Series not just in One Supercar 
but a selection.
As a bolt on option for the event we will give you you an experience 
like no other. We will give you the opportunity to experience of driving 
up to 5 supercars over the World X Weekend. 
We have planned the route and Itinerary to give you optimum time in a 
selection of these cars. For more details on pricing and to choose your 
cars, please contact us.
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HOW TO SIGN UP 
If you would like to join us on this monumental Japanese World X Series Rally, experiencing 
some amazing Japanese vista views, landscapes, and roads, combined with three amazing 
cities, fabulous hotels, parties and the Fuji Speedway the base package price of ¥400.000 is

based on two drivers one car which includes;

Breakfast
Decal packs

Secure parking 
Arrival drinks, dinners & parties

The Mount Fuji Circuit 
3 x 5 star nights accommodation

Car hire is separate but available as a group option or a single hire.

Please fill out your team details on the Japan Event page on our website or contact us 
directly to pay your deposit fee of ¥100,000.00. Entry is strictly first come first served. This 

price based on two people sharing a twin or double room with their own car. 
Additional rooms can be booked at an additional cost. Balance due 60 days prior. 

If you would like additional passengers or friends to join you at the finish line party, then 
please get intouch and we will create a tailored package for you and your guests.

You can enter the World X Series with your own car however we do offer vehicle hire. 
Please see the following pages for our car packages
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REGISTER VIA THE DETAILS BELOW TO JOIN THE 
WORLD X SERIES RALLY JAPAN

2018.
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